Read the questions carefully and circle the correct option. 42x1=42

1. Identify the number of syllables in the word “relationship”.
   1) One  2) Two  3) Three  4) Four

2. The bag is heavy …………
   1) to wear  2) to follow  3) to carry  4) to find

3. One who secretly watches people is called …………
   1) thief  2) spy  3) robber  4) enemy

4. Who among the following made the headman realize his mistake?
   1) tree-cutters  2) basket-weaver  3) villagers  4) astrologer

5. Complete the following sentence with a suitable gerund:
   ……….. left is always safe.
   1) leaping  2) reaping  3) keeping  4) sleeping

6. In the lesson “A woman of courage”
   Sarah behn insisted not to destroy forest but ………….. them.
   1) save  2) gave  3) pave  4) wave

7. Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam served as the 11th ………….. of India.
   1) Prime Minister  2) President  3) Governor  4) Secretary

8. Which among the following is used for apologizing?
   1) give me a pen  2) open the door  3) sorry, I am late  4) What are you doing?

9. In the sentence, “Though he is thin, he is strong”, identify the main clauses.
   1) though  2) though he is  3) he is strong  4) though he is thin
10. Choose the suitable synonym for the word ‘defile’
   1) pollute    2) rob    3) destroy    4) bury

11. Select the appropriate prefix for the word “perfect”.
   1) in    2) im    3) dis    4) ir

12. Select the appropriate suffix for the word “logic”
   1) ful    2) ness    3) al    4) ize

13. Select the suitable rhyming word for “moon” from the following options.
   1) sun    2) soon    3) man    4) can

14. Fill in the blanks with suitable infinitives: Milk is good …..
   1) to drink    2) to drinking    3) for drinking    4) drinking

15. Find the odd one out Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam was not a …. 
   1) leader    2) student    3) scientist    4) physician

16. Complete the following: United we stand, divided we …. 
   1) jump    2) fall    3) run    4) sit

17. “Remember, no men are strange … Choose the suitable antonym for the underlined word.
   1) familiar    2) strong    3) unfamiliar    4) brave

18. Find the prefix for the following word “kind”.
   1) im    2) un    3) dis    4) ir

19. Find the suffix for the following word “Fashion”
   1) able    2) ness    3) ful    4) tion

20. Select the suitable antonym for “regular”
   1) un regular    2) ir regular    3) dis regular    4) im regular

21. Which among the following is not common during the war?
   1) hatred    2) outrage    3) peace    4) betrayal

22. Fill in the blanks with suitable tense:
   The sun …………… in the east.
   1) rose    2) rising    3) rises    4) rise

23. Match the rhyming word for the word “lost”
   1) last    2) cost    3) fast    4) past

24. Give the opposite for the underlined word.
   She feels very weak and tired
   1) long    2) strong    3) wrong    4) song
25. Fill in the blanks with suitable word.
In the lesson, “A mother’s day gift”, Mrs. Rose was Apsara’s …………..
1) friend 2) principal 3) mother 4) teacher

26. “Remember, no men are strange”.
Give the opposite for the underline word.
1) think 2) forget 3) analyze 4) forgive

27. Which of the following is common during war?
1) peace 2) friendship 3) outrage 4) love

28. What kind of feeling does Mariam has in the story, “sorry, best friend”?
1) curiosity 2) anger 3) rudeness 4) shyness

29. Identify the kind of sentence
“How beautiful the flower is!”
1) Interrogative 2) Declarative 3) Exclamatory 4) Imperative

30. The Sepoy muting was started by ……………
1) Rani of Jhansi 2) British Officers
3) Governor General 4) Sepoys of Bengal army

31. Independence Day is a …………… festival.
1) Religious 2) National 3) Traditional 4) Customary

32. “All her efforts became futile”.
Give meaning for the word “ futile”
1) useful 2) useless 3) use 4) using

33. Give the plural form for “child”.
1) Childs 2) childes 3) children 4) childrens

34. Give the synonyms for the underlined word.
“Soon after he had made the adoption, the perils began with death of Crangadhar Rao.
1) danger 2) ceremony 3) territory 4) empire

35. Identify the adverb in the given sentence.
“Birds fly swiftly in the sky”
1) birds 2) fly 3) in the sky 4) swiftly

36. Fill in the blanks with suitable passive form.
“The parcel …………… secretly.”
1) was opened 2) were opened 3) are opened 4) have opened

37. Find the rhyming pair of words from the given lines.
“When we are grown and take our place as men and women with our race”.
1) place, race 2) our , are 3) we, with 4) are, and
38. Find the rhyming pair of words from the given lines.
“Teach us the strength that cannot seek, by deed or thought, to hurt the weak”.  
1) teach-thought  2) seek-deed  3) seek-weak  4) deed-weak

39. Fill up the gap: Be --------- and do good  
1) Good  2) Strong  3) Large  4) Angry

40. All glittering stones are not ------------  
1) Gold  2) Sand  3) Tree  4) Light

41. Write full form for the abbreviation:  
UPS - .................................  
1x1=1

42. Translate the following word in Tamil  
Airport - .................................  
1x1=1

43. Write three sentences about any one of the Festival.  
1x3=3

............................................................
............................................................
............................................................

44. Read the following Passage and answer the question given below:

The tiger is a ferocious animal. It is our national symbol. Once there were 40,000 tigers in India. It has been reduced rapidly due to continuous hunting and various other reasons. As the Indian tiger was in danger of becoming extinct, the Government set up the project Tiger in 1973. A ban on killing tigers was also imposed. This saw a dramatic increase in the tiger population: Let us pledge to support ‘Project Tiger’.

a. Why the number of Tigers rapidly reduced?  (2)
b. How the tiger population is increased?  (2)
c. How many tigers were there in India once?  (1)